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The name “sideshow” might imply otherwise, but when it comes to showcasing Nashville’s growing progressive
performing arts scene, Actors Bridge Ensemble’s Sideshow Fringe Festival is definitely the main event.
Established by Actors Bridge Ensemble (https://actorsbridge.org/) in 2011, the festival features a variety of
innovative art forms, including dance, music, puppetry, aerial arts, juggling, poetry and more. Presented over
four days in various venues, Sideshow has emerged as a true arts celebration, while serving as a catalyst for
creative dialogue and collaboration.
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“It is thrilling to see the extraordinary growth in the festival’s offerings since its inception,” says festival co-founder and program director Jessika Malone.
“Each year, the work produced by our artists becomes more innovative as they learn from their experiences. They become inspired by the work of other
artists in the festival — often sparking fruitful cross-discipline collaborations — and they continue to push the boundaries of what’s possible in
performance.”
Indeed, audiences can expect plenty of familiar faces this year, with circus artists Suspended Gravity (http://www.suspendedcircus.com/) and the popular
puppet troupe Sailors & Maidens (https://www.facebook.com/sailorsandmaidens/) returning. Clown Nashville (http://www.clownnashville.org/) also is back
with an avant-garde masked performance of the children’s classic “Peter and the Wolf.”
“It’s always been our mission to foster a supportive environment that empowers artists to take the kind of big creative risks that yield the boldest work
— and biggest rewards for Nashville’s most adventurous audiences,” Malone says. “And this year we really see our producing artists embracing the call
to dig deep, delivering some truly exceptional events.”
“Dear Apocalypse” offers the perfect example of what Sideshow Fringe is all about. Billed as a meditation on traumatic life experiences — “or personal
apocalypses” — this immersive performance incorporates live music, aerial dance and poetry in an exploration of survival and hope.
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Kat Jones & the Prophets. (Photo: Justin Harvey)

The piece is the result of an eight-month collaboration between Rebekah Hampton Barger, founder/artistic director of the contemporary aerial dance
company FALL, and Kat Jones, of the Nashville-based band Kat Jones & The Prophets. FALL is a Sideshow favorite, having performed in four of the past
five festivals. And both Barger and Jones are resident artists of abrasiveMedia (http://www.abrasivemedia.org/), a local nonprofit that helps artists grow
while giving back to their communities.
The band’s forthcoming concept album “I Am Warm Young Blood” provides a dynamic musical foundation for the piece, with the dancers of FALL offering
engaging visual interpretation, through Barger’s thoughtful choreography. Audra Almond-Harvey and Tavius Marshall bring added interest to the
performance with their original poetry.
“We knew we wanted ‘Dear Apocalypse’ to be a full, interdisciplinary experience,” Barger says. “The poets almost serve as a Shakespearean chorus,
guiding the emotional arc of the piece. But it’s also very abstract, so audience members can place themselves at the center of it.”
Jones wrote the songs from 2006-2011, a period during which she experienced everything from personal loss and health issues to the 2010 Nashville
flood.
“There was so much going on in my life and in the world around me,” she recalls. “I didn’t realize it at the time, but writing became a form of therapy. I
learned to process the stress, creating a strong support system and eventually finding a deeper sense of peace and healing.”
Barger began working on the choreography in January, working closely with the dancers to develop specific
ideas and drawing inspiration from various writing exercises.
“I often enjoy using words as inspiration for choreography, but it worked especially well for this piece as we
shared our own stories and ideas. So much of this piece is about community, so it was important to me that those
experiences be represented in the work.
“No matter what your personal experience, we’ve all had those ‘end of the world’ moments. Our hope is that the
audience will connect, recognizing themselves somewhere in the piece, and finding a sense of healing and
community.”
Aerial dance company FALL
performs "5 Things I Know To Be
True" at the 2015 Sideshow Fringe
Festival (Photo: Wesley DuffeeBraun)

If you go
What: Actors Bridge Ensemble presents the sixth annual Sideshow Fringe Festival
When: The festival runs Aug. 4-7. "Dear Apocalypse" runs at 7 p.m. Aug. 5 and 6 at Troutt Theater.

Where: Performances take place at various venues, including Belmont’s Black Box Theater, Troutt Theater, Darkhorse Theatre and The Actors Bridge
Studio @ Darkhorse Chapel.
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Tickets: Tickets for individual events range from $15 to free; Triple Play Packs are available for $30 and All-Access Passes are $100.
Contact: Visit www.sideshowfringe.com (http://www.sideshowfringe.com/) for complete lineup of artists, venues and schedule of performances.
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